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sufficiency, merchant’s ethic 22
known, through identity and quality of relations 239
motivation 243
restraint, common good, virtue ethics 76–7
examples 5, 78, 80, 83, 84–5
understanding in historical context 83–5
self (of subject-agent) in the AS 228–9
self’s moral autonomy 136
self-sufficiency 189, 275
sense of shame, Confucius 274
sermons on the Last Judgement in 813
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seventh commandment (thou shalt not steal) 57
shared decision process 132
shared-responsibility ethic 10–11
’shared-value’ approach to business 96, 99–100
shareholders
capitalism, goal as money making 125
interest, goals 100, 203–04
primacy, wealth maximization 187
profit 205
qualification for directorships 67

theory 93
value maximization 96
wealth 76–7, 202, 203, 206–08
share-price maximization 209
shortchanging 204–05
situational stimuli 168
skills’ acquisition 114
excellence in activity 179
skills through work 103
Smith, Adam (1723–90) 172, 178,
The Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759) 262
social and cultural sphere and capitalism 49–50
social contract theory 100
social conventions and political correctness 31
Social Democrats’ concerns 175
social function, on behalf of the community 5
social institutions, academic and institutional 7
social/political education requirement of virtue 274
social responsibility of business to increase its profits 77
social standing, importance 67
societas
‘copartnership for trading purposes’ 191–2
society of estates, corporate society 22
society unification
desire to be praised and envied 262
Socrates, knowledge transmission 112
solicitude, Aquinas on 57–8
soul of human being rational and irrational (Aristotle) 246
speculation, no lending for 80–81
spiritual goods, precedence
virtue, friendship, truth, beauty 96
’subject model’ 187, 204
Standard Oil, Frank Abrams, chairman 203
stewardship
community of the common good of human beings involved 143
’strategic economism’ 96
subjective dimension
of common good 157
intellectual and moral virtues 113–14
internal results, knowledge, skills of
workers 95
work, superiority over objective 99,
104, 115, 158–9
subjective versus objective dimension
111
surgery, elective, for who can afford it
174
teachers and healthcare professionals
dignity and moral perfection,
importance of 113
technē (art)
artistry 107–08
of painting 109
and phrōmēsis (prudence) 139
technical reason (technē) 255
‘temperance’, key corporate virtue 77
The Idea of the Good in Platonic–
Aristotelian Philosophy 139
the merchant and the common good
social paradigms 21–35
theologians, from sixteenth century
permissible exceptions to general
prohibitions 25
theology dominance, medieval 39
thinking mind, use of, in pursuit of
certainty 255
Thomistic teachings 93
thought (dianoia), three kinds 255
‘three radicals’ (Polo) 223
trade morality, scholastic principles 25
trading activity, increase, king’s interest
32
transaction-cost theory 93
transcendental anthropology, person
reachable 239
transcendentials, four of Polo,
convertibles 244
tripartite order, doubt on social
usefulness 31–2
trust demonstration 132
Turner, Joseph Mallord William
(1775–1851)
seascapes 110
tyranny, when ruler pursues private
advantage 197–8
ubuntu, communitarian ethic 96–7
uniqueness of human being 134
unity of a person, growth in IPS mode
244
universal objective language, natural
form (physics), abstract form
(mathematics) 255
universitas in Middle Ages
Bartolus of Sassoferrato 192
universitas scholares
modern sense of university 192–3
university institution, common good
definition 161
upright living in presence of others
force in ethical education, Confucius
281
usury, money distortion 258
utilitarianism 35, 262
Valerius Maximus, ancient Rome
on seeking good 198
valuing, shared ways of
via personal virtue 237
virtual ‘marketplace’ 3
causal power 154
virtue
aretē, term for human excellence 111
definition of Aristotle 256
development, essentiality 266
ethicists, on different virtues 171
exercise of, Committee of London
Clearing Bankers 85
excellence of product or service
272–3
moral agency 125
in nature of human being 231
social 75
virtue theory 15
East and West 14
rooted in Aristotle 7
virtue ethics 2–3, 11, 50, 51, 124, 126,
137
After Virtue 264–7
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Confucius and Aristotle
difference between 280–81
epistemology 1, 10
for happiness 224
maximizing shareholder wealth 77
non-Western, commerce and the
common good 272–82
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virtues
characterization of 154
orientation towards benevolence 3
team-level virtues 155
'virtues of selfishness' 173
virtuous banking 62–73
nineteenth century attitudes 6
virtuous behaviour 262
role of 68–9
virtuous culture 123
virtuous leaders
employee commitment, job
satisfaction 167
virtuousness as 'features of an
organization' 154
wage reduction 213
Wang Yangming (1472–1529) 134–5
activity of human mind, hsìn 235
human creativity, tao, ch‘eng 235
importance for IPS 234–5
Li and qi 234–5
liang-chich, primordial
consciousness 235
metaphysical presences 239
neo-Confucianist tradition 134
warrior, barbarian
literary transformation, medieval
knights and Christian kings 50
wealth as an instrument 279–80
wealth maximization conflict, wealth
position 202, 209
Weber, Max (1864–1920) 265
well-constituted family, benevolence
275
Western Christendom, European
countries covered 37–8
Western society, acquisitiveness and
greed 51
wheat price tasa, sixteenth century 28–9
Whitehead, Alfred North (1861–1947)
persona as organism 134–5, 235
William of Ockham (1287–1347) 259
will of a legislator God 260
wisdom, truthfulness, courage, justice
development in these 173–4
work orientation 167
work as 'job', 'career' or 'calling',
definitions 170
World Development Report, 2005 143
Zhou dynasty
600 years, Zhou emperors 276–7
rulers, a peaceful society, Zhou li 277
Zigong, student of Confucius, skill in
business 278
zoo-keepers' defence of non-human
animals
research on 170